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If you are new to programming with Microsoft Excel VBA and are looking for a solid introduction, this

is the book for you. Developed by computer science professors, books in the "for the absolute

beginner" series teach the principles of programming through simple game creation. Microsoft Excel

VBA Programming for the Absolute Beginner, Third Edition provides you with the skills that you

need for more practical Excel VBA programming applications and shows you how to put these skills

to use in real-world scenarios. Best of all, by the time you finish the book, you will be able to apply

the basic principles you've learned to the next programming language you tackle.
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This was my first foray into the "For the absolute beginner" series of books, and I understand now

why it isn't nearly as popular as the "for dummies" or "demystified" series of instructional manuals.

The main problem with this book is that it absolute is NOT intended for people with no previous

experience in Excel or VBA, despite the disclaimer on the cover that states "No Experience

Required!". A true beginner will be absolutely baffled by the concepts presented throughout, and will

definitely walk away with a sour taste in their mouth.The first chapter starts off solidly, displaying

some of the basic things that can be done with Excel. Halfway through the chapter the author then

inexplicably throws some code at the reader, without explaining ANY of the concepts behind how

the code works, what it is, or how it's syntax is used. As I already had a solid grasp of programming



concepts before diving into Visual Basic for Applications, I had a vague understanding of what was

going on, but the target audience for this book will be left scratching their heads, wondering what the

heck they just did. Each chapter onward becomes exponentially more complicated, throwing even

more code at the user without any easily digestible explanations. As a guide to expanding your

knowledge of VBA, this book actually does a pretty good job, if you already have a solid

understanding of how VBA works. Each chapter ends with an exercise wherein the reader makes a

game that utilizes all the concepts presented earlier. It's a rather odd way to teach VBA, as most

people will be using Excel solely for business applications, but it does show case how Excel can

create a wide range of solutions when coupled with VBA.

A couple of quotes might set the scene for you here;Everybody who is incapable of learning has

taken to teaching. - Oscar Wilde, The Decay of LyingAn old sentiment I know, but in order to

properly teach one has to get into the mind of the student who is looking with awe (and hopefully

enthusiasm at the mountain that they have chosen (or been told to - don't yer luv yer boss eh?)

climb. The art is to go from the known to the unknown and from the simple to the complex with as

little uncertainty along the way; and help with that as well when it arises.This book fails significantly

by this one criterion alone and does not start low enough for a complete beginner.In chapter one it

talks about a procedure but then doesn't explain it until chapter two; but, and this is a huge but for a

beginner, there is NO mention of that fact in chapter one.I personally don't have time to waste

second-guessing an author and I think the main issue with this material is that the author has fallen

into the fatal assumption that the reader knows more than they do.I am a very experienced Excel

user but a complete novice with VBA. I have written some macros over the years but only for my

own use and only to do very simple actions and with no documentation. Once I had realized the

significance of absolute versus relative cell referencing they would also work 99% of the time - raa

raa!Back to the book; once I found the missing reference for chapter one in chapter two (after

doubting myself and wondering if there was a page missing!) I decided to investigate other material

(lots of it!) and if it helps you (that is the purpose of this review isn't it - not to massage the author's

ego?) this is what I found.
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